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Delve into the science of psychology and behavior with
PsycARTICLES®, the database of full text peer-reviewed
articles published by APA and afﬁliated journals. This
esteemed collection from the foremost publisher in
psychology provides access to the full spectrum of research
in the ﬁeld—from cutting-edge research from preeminent
scholars, to the historical underpinnings of the behavioral and
social sciences. With current journal coverage and historical
content dating back more than a century, PsycARTICLES is
an indispensable resource for researchers, educators, and
students alike, and a must for any core collection.

Leading scientiﬁc journal articles to inform
meaningful research
• Access to the latest high-quality research
Updated weekly, PsycARTICLES connects you to current full-text
journal articles written by esteemed researchers from across
psychology and the behavioral and social sciences. Discover the
latest scholarship that will shape and inform your research.
• A convenient, single collection of APA journals
With many journal issues going back to Volume 1, Issue 1,
PsycARTICLES offers users complete access to research on
speciﬁc areas of study—expertly indexed for easy discovery.
• Rigorous research and scholarship you can trust
To ensure the highest quality scientiﬁc standards and scholarship,
each journal article follows a meticulous peer-review process
overseen by renowned APA journal editors.
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Comprehensive & Current
PsycARTICLES offers access to the complete electronic catalog of
APA peer-reviewed journals—back to Volume 1, Issue 1 for most titles—
giving researchers the ability to explore more than a century of trusted
research across the full collection. Updated weekly, the database
includes First Posting of the latest articles, ensuring access to the newest
ﬁndings and scholarship.

High Quality & Impactful
The high regard for and extensive use of APA journals is reﬂected in
the fact that more than 60% of APA journals have received 2015 Impact
Factors (Thomson Reuters, Journal Citation Reports®). In addition, many
of these journals are ranked in the top 10 within their respective subject
categories within Social Sciences and Science. Continuing its tradition
of excellence, APA has been delivering ﬁne scholarship and rigorous
research since 1894.

Respected & Authoritative
APA journal editors are among the most esteemed scholars and
scientists in the social sciences, and each one is selected through a very
competitive process governed by the prestigious APA Publications &
Communications Board. APA practices the most meticulous peer review
process and also participates in the CrossRef CrossCheck program to
guard against plagiarism.

Availability
PsycARTICLES is currently available on APA PsycNET®, and through the
following trusted providers:
• EBSCO
• Ovid Technologies

For more information,
email quotes@apa.org or
visit apa.org/pubs/databases

• ProQuest
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